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Vision Scout Ultra Waders
£449.00
AVAILABLE FEB 2017

We think that Vision Scout waders are the most comfortable waders to wear. Period.
They are made from a special fabric featuring revolutionary 37.5Â® Technology and proven ultrasonic
welding technology.
Durable, comfy and good-looking waders with a bunch of well-thought-out details. Get yourself a pair and you
will always Be Prepared.
To continue at the forefront of wader development in the world and to secure our leading role in Europe, year
2017 will see some big changes in our wader strategy. We have felt that most of the modern high-end waders
are heavy, stiff and their breathability capabilities are not what they used to be. We wanted to change that
and feel that wonderful â€œDo-I-have-waders- on-or-not?â€• â€“feeling when we wade into a cold mountain
river or â€œWhy-donâ€™t-I-sweat-at-allâ€• when we hike to the next sweet spot somewhere kilometres
away. To achieve these ambitious goals, we have already worked for two years to introduce a totally new
generation of waders.
Scout waders are a pleasure to wear, will stay waterproof even when used actively for a longer period of time
in highly challenging conditions and which will transfer your sweat from your body faster than any other pair
of waders. Based on extensive testing all around the world, we can happily inform that we have achieved
those objectives. 37.5Â® Technology combined with Ultrasonic welding technology is a winning combination,
which is very hard if not impossible to beat. So, get your Scout waders and youâ€™ll be prepared.
- Latest fabric featuring 37.5Â® Technology and ultrasonic welding technology. - Fully waterproof chest
pocket with YKK AquasealÂ® zipper - Seam optimization secured with our new E-Tape - 3 â€“ compartment
flip pocket - Heavier bottom fabric, lighter upper fabric - High density wading belt and braces - Curved
NoSeam cut for perfect fit - Matching color belt and braces - D-loops and drying loops - Built-in gravel guards
- Ultimate comfort V9600.
Scout waders
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Standard #S - #XXL
Long #ML - #LL
King #MK - #LK
Short #MS - #LS
Vendor Information
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